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Clockaudio Enters Commercial Integrator Best Awards 

Program with the CDT -100 Dante Transporter  

June 10 2015 – Waterlooville, Hampshire, United Kingdom, Clockaudio, a global leader in pro-av 

microphone technologies based in the UK and with offices in North America and Asia, is proud to 

submit their CDT-100 Dante Transporter as a leading candidate for the Best of Audio Conference 

Solutions in Commercial Integrators annual award program. 

The Commercial Integrator BEST Awards program recognizes the most noteworthy solutions for an 

integration business. The winners will be chosen by a panel of industry experts, integrators and the 

editors of Commercial Integrator. 

“Commercial Integrator takes pride in focusing on content that can help integrators become more 

efficient and more profitable,” says Tom LeBlanc, editor-in-chief. “This award program is a great 

way to focus on solutions meeting that criteria on display at InfoComm.” 

Winners’ products and technologies will be highlighted in the July Issue of Commercial Integrator 

magazine, and distributed to 25,000 (BPA audited) readers. Winning companies will also receive 

recognition on the Product Awards page of the website, usage of the Commercial Integrator BEST 

Award logo, and will be announced and presented at InfoComm 2015. 

In response to the need to streamline data and power cables for boardrooms, conference rooms, 

and video conference rooms, the CDT-100 reduces cabling requirements from multiple and 

individual microphones from the conference table to the AV cabinet.  

 Clockaudio is confident the judging panel and InfoComm attendees will find tremendous value in 

the features and benefits of their CDT-100 Dante Transporter and look forward to the award 

program. 
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The CDT-100 Dante Transporter will be on display during Infocomm15, June 17 – 19, 2015 in 

Orlando, Florida.  Visit the Clockaudio booth # 451 on the show floor for a booth tour and 

demonstration of this and other exciting Clockudio solutions.      

To learn more, please visit www.clockaudio.com.  For additional press materials, product photos or 

other information, reach our Marketing and PR division at news@clockaudio.com.   For technical 

assistance about this product, contact technicalsupport@clockaudio.com. 

ABOUT CLOCKAUDIO 

For over 20 years, Clockaudio has been dedicated to manufacturing innovative pro-audio products.  

With corporate headquarters located in the United Kingdom and offices located in North America 

(Montreal, Canada) and Asia (Singapore), Clockaudio is led by a talented team of audio specialists 

dedicated to quality, service and innovation.   

On a global level, audio professionals actively seek out and recommend Clockaudio for its reputation as 

a trusted and responsive manufacturer and its customer driven approach to audio solutions.  Central to 

this is the in-house research and development that Clockaudio consistently reinvests in which allows 

clients to explore customized prototypes and develop specific briefs in partnership.  Consultants and 

contractors alike help to drive Clockaudio’s product development process and appreciate the 

opportunity to be involved in the engineering process and final solution. The ability to customize is just 

one of the many factors which makes Clockaudio clearly different. 

For the latest information on our new products, news and projects, follow Clockaudio on twitter and like 

them on Facebook.   
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